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In this study, we investigate the e�ects of social context, personal and mobile phone usage on the inference of work
engagement/challenge levels of knowledge workers and their responsiveness to well-being related noti�cations. Our results
show that mobile application usage is associated to the responsiveness and work engagement/challenge levels of knowledge
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engagement/challenge levels with mobile application usage indicators as inputs, such as the number of applications used prior
to noti�cations, the number of switches between applications, and application category usage. The results of our analysis
show that the following features are e�ective for the inference of attentional states and engagement/challenge levels: the
number of switches between mobile applications in the last 45 minutes and the duration of application usage in the last 5
minutes before users’ response to ESM messages.
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INTRODUCTION

Modeling social context in human-computer interaction design studies have recently gained attention, where
context is not only conceived as physical objects and people but also as social norms, which in�uence both
individuals and organizations [39]. In ubiquitous systems design, interaction of the actor with other actors, and
organization and actor’s perception of these relationships might become relevant [68].
An application area of increasing societal and commercial importance is healthcare and well-being. More
speci�cally, health interventions have been increasingly delivered via mobile phones, thanks to their ubiquity
and the possibility of inferring contextual information by means of the embedded sensors. Numerous studies
have been focusing on when and how to deliver intervention messages e�ectively [13, 35, 54, 67]. In an o�ce
setting, there are many factors that can a�ect the responsiveness of individuals to these messages, in particular
their engagement and challenge levels [41, 80].
The possibility of responding to a noti�cation may change with the degree of an individual engaged or challenged with his/her work when the noti�cation arrive. Hence, it is important to measure the in-situ engagement
or challenge levels of o�ce workers during a work day for mobile noti�cations to be e�ective on users. Work
engagement is de�ned as the degree of involvement/distraction of employees with their work [40], and challenge
level can be described as the degree of the mental e�ort that should be exerted to complete a task [41]. In line
with the latter study [41], in this paper, we used these labels as referent terms, and they do not fully characterize
the de�nitions. More precisely, challenge level is used to refer to user response for the question regarding how
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challenged a user (with a Likert scale where 5 indicates very challenged and 1 not at all). Responsiveness to the
break reminder noti�cations in this study is measured based on the response styles to the experience sampling
method (ESM) questions, for example whether the user consistently chooses the same answers, i.e., positive
or negative. It does not measure the actual adherence to noti�cation content itself. We consider user response
patterns on ESM regarding engagement and challenge level questions. When a noti�cation message arrives,
a user may respond to questions in a variety of ways: a user (1) might not answer the ESM questions due to
her level of challenge related to her work; (2) might frequently rate herself as highly challenged; or (3) might
frequently rate herself as scarcely challenged. These response styles were previously linked to users’ personality
and social factors in the literature. In contrast with the existing studies, we investigate the relation between
responsiveness and o�ce related factors i.e. if there is a frequent distraction in an o�ce setting, we might observe
high variation or frequent ratings of low engagement in user responses.
Attentional states, as well as engagement and challenge levels of o�ce workers, can indirectly be inferred
via mobile phones. For example, an increase in smartphone usage may be a sign of boredom since most users
prefer to use mobile phones when they feel bored [10, 43, 61]. Similarly, their interaction with computers (which
applications they use and how long) might also reveal boredom [7, 41]. The context and activity of users are other
important factors [31, 45, 55, 70]. When people are moving or during an activity transition, they are more likely
to respond to messages. However, these factors have mainly been investigated considering all daily activities of
individuals without focusing on the speci�c case of a work environment in the literature. We believe that the
e�ectiveness of systems targeting speci�c categories of users, such as employees of a company, can be improved
through the understanding (and the exploitation) of the characteristics of the individual and social context in
these settings.
Responsiveness to well-being related noti�cations can be a�ected by the health history of users. It is wellknown that discomfort caused by a disorder determines the level of adherence to treatment [69]. In the mobile
context, users may be more likely to respond to messages sent by break reminder applications, if they experienced
musculoskeletal discomfort due to their sedentary life. Awareness about the consequences can be de�ned as “a
disposition to become aware of the potential consequences of one’s acts during the decision-making process”
[64], and it is also an important factor for responding to well-being related messages. A recent study showed
the e�ects of self-regulation and habit strength on the sedentary behaviors of knowledge workers [37]. Higher
awareness or self-regulation may increase the responsiveness to break-reminder noti�cations. Besides, social
factors, such as subjective norms, have been found as a precursor related to behavioral intention [2, 3]. A subjective
norm is the perception towards performing a behavior with in�uences by others who are important to the one
performing the behavior [20]. Recent studies showed that o�ce employees are in�uenced by their co-workers
regarding prolonged sitting behavior [71] or performing physical activity [24]. Hence, o�ce workers might also
be in�uenced to take rest breaks by their colleagues. Finally, the number of colleagues in the same o�ce might
be another factor for both responsiveness and work engagement/challenge levels. It has been showed that o�ce
type (whether employees work in shared or private o�ces) has a signi�cant e�ect on distractions [51] and also
on sitting time [52]. We do not directly measure the o�ce type, instead, we will investigate whether the number
of colleagues in the same o�ce has also an e�ect on work engagement/challenge levels and the responsiveness
to mobile noti�cations. The number of colleagues in the same o�ce could be an indirect indicator of o�ce type.
The main contribution of this paper is the design, implementation and evaluation of a framework for the
inference of engagement/challenge levels of o�ce workers and their responsiveness to well-being related
mobile noti�cations. The proposed framework can be generalized to other application domains. We investigate
responsiveness with several metrics such as acquiescence, disacquiescence, and extreme response style (negative
and positive). We conducted a novel user study based on a purpose-built mobile application, which sends break
reminder noti�cations and suggests users exercises, which can be taken during their rest breaks. More speci�cally,
in this paper we investigate the following research questions:
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• RQ1: How is the musculoskeletal discomfort of o�ce workers related to their responsiveness to
break-reminder noti�cations? It has been shown that the level of pain is a determinant to the adherence
or compliance to treatment in clinics [69]. We tried to address a research hypothesis that has been proposed
in a more recent study [49] regarding the relationship between the level of musculoskeletal discomfort and
the compliance to the stretch breaks.
• RQ2: How is the awareness of o�ce workers about rest breaks related to their responsiveness
to break-reminder noti�cations? Previous studies showed that individual control or self-regulation to
perform a behavior is also important for taking regular breaks from work or prolonged sitting [37, 49, 71].
Hence, we hypothesize that there is a relation between awareness about rest breaks and responsiveness to
break-reminder noti�cations.
• RQ3: How are o�ce-related factors associated with o�ce workers’ responsiveness to breakreminder noti�cations? Previous studies showed how behaviors of o�ce workers could be a�ected
by external factors such as peers and colleagues [24, 48, 71]. In addition, o�ce type (shared or private
o�ce) has an e�ect on distractions observed by employees or their sitting behavior [51, 52, 65]. Hence, we
hypothesize that responsiveness to break-reminder noti�cations can be a�ected by o�ce-related factors.
We also explored the following research questions, which were proposed in the previous studies but not
investigated speci�cally in o�ce settings or in terms of responsiveness:
• RQ4a: How is mobile application usage of o�ce workers related to their responsiveness to breakreminder noti�cations? It is known that responsiveness to mobile noti�cations can be inferred with
application usage [42, 59]. In those studies, responsiveness was measured as whether users respond to a
noti�cation or not. We will explore the relationship between mobile application usage and responsiveness
to break-reminder noti�cations with several responsiveness metrics.
• RQ4b: Which application usage metrics are related to in-situ engagement/challenge levels of
o�ce workers? The metrics such as duration of application usage, number of applications used or
number of switches between applications can be related to in-situ work engagement/challenge levels of
o�ce workers since previous studies showed that attentional states could be predicted with such metrics
[42, 43, 60]. We will explore the relation in detail by means of a novel technique that incorporates both
within- and between-subjects and has not been used previously. We consider the fact that our data comes
from a repeated-measures design in this study; hence, apply a more appropriate method for analyzing the
relations.
• RQ4c: How can we build a model for inferring attentional states and engagement/challenge levels of o�ce workers using application usage metrics by considering the “cold start problem”, the
variety in the number and characteristics of the responses, and repeated-measurement nature
of the data? How is this model comparable to individual and general models? There is a need for
personalization for making inferences about attentional states and engagement/challenge levels, since
each person has a response bias in questionnaires, which can be de�ned as the systematic tendency to
responding questionnaire items. Hence, each person might have di�erent tendencies for responding to
the questionnaire items. Their relative di�erences need to be considered in the models. In our case, it
a�ects user responses to engagement and challenge levels. However, at the early stages of the design of
personalized models, the cold-start problem may occur since the number of data points is relatively small.
As the data points increase, models can learn from individual data and get more accurate results. We will
discuss a solution for the cold start problem and show its e�ectiveness by comparing its performance with
individual-level models. Speci�cally, we consider random forest methods for comparison, which have been
extensively used in recent studies [74, 81]
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Our solution is based on a novel generic population- and individual-level model for unbalanced and limited
amount of data. The experiment was conducted with 31 participants in 10 workdays during their work hours. We
sent rest break-reminder noti�cations to the participants and collected their in-situ engagement and challenge
levels with experience sampling method (ESM) questions via the mobile sensing application. The responsiveness
metrics were extracted from the answers to the engagement/challenge level questions. The mobile sensing
application collected application usage data in the background. Then, we implemented metrics such as duration
of application usage, number of applications, number of switches between applications, or application category
usage using the mobile application data collected. Musculoskeletal discomfort, awareness, and o�ce-related
factors were collected with a questionnaire. We performed bi-variate correlation analyses among the variables.
Then, we focused on modeling in-situ engagement/challenge levels with mobile application usage. Context
information such as time and location of the participants and the activity information have an impact on inference
on engagement and challenge levels as shown in [45, 59]. However, this paper is focused solely on inference using
mobile application information and statistics derived from this data. Unlike the previous studies, we adopted a
recently proposed correlation metric called repeated-measures correlation, which is designed speci�cally for
repeated-measures studies [4]. We analyzed both the short-term application usages (e.g. 5-10-15 minutes) and the
long-term application usage (e.g. 30-45-60 minutes) for the inference of engagement/challenge levels.
Finally, we modeled engagement/challenge levels, and attentional states of o�ce workers with generalized
linear mixed models (GLMMs) [9] using a Markov chain Monte Carlo method. GLMM incorporates �xed and
random e�ects together so that it enables to �t model parameters at both population and individual level. In
similar studies in the literature, classi�cation methods such as random forest models or support vector machines
are generally used for modeling all participants’ data as general (or generalized) models [80]. However, with such
approaches, the relation among measurements from the same participant is ignored, and the assumption of statistical
independence is violated. As a remedy, individual models are built for each participant. As a consequence, a
signi�cant amount of data is required for each individual model in order to make them work e�ectively. In the
paper, we present the validation of our analyses using di�erent sub-samples of the data set and a comparison of
GLMM with general and individual random forest classi�ers.
The main �ndings of our study can be summarized as follows: (1) musculoskeletal discomfort and awareness
about rest breaks have positive e�ects on the responsiveness to break-reminder mobile noti�cations; (2) people
who take rest breaks more frequently felt less musculoskeletal discomfort while working than those who take
rest breaks less frequently; (3) subjective norms on having rest breaks in o�ce environments (i.e. the degree
of being a�ected by colleagues to have rest breaks) are related to the number of o�ce workers in the same
o�ce; (4) mobile application usage is negatively related to engagement/challenge levels of o�ce workers; (5)
responsiveness to break-reminder noti�cations are related to mobile application usage; (6) attentional states
of o�ce workers can be explained with mobile application usage: a higher amount of application usage might
be an indicator of boredom in workplaces or vice versa; (7) GLMMs are e�ective for individual-level modeling
particularly when working with unbalanced and limited amount of data. Overall, we believe that the proposed
framework can be applied to a variety of o�ce environments, given its generality.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we present the related studies including “Responsiveness and Variability Measures”, “Subjective
Norm in O�ce Setting and O�ce Type”, “Musculoskeletal Discomfort and Awareness about Sitting Behavior”
“Work Engagement and Challenge”, and “Detecting Attentional States”.
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Responsiveness and Variability Measures

Responsiveness is commonly used as a synonym of receptiveness, or attractiveness speci�cally in the mobile
computing domain [12]. It is simply the degree of whether a mobile system user answers or reacts to the prompts
generated by the system or not. A common method for measuring responsiveness is Experience Sampling
Methodology (ESM), which allows capturing and recording human behavior as it happens in their natural settings
[34].
Several studies focus on the inference of responsiveness to mobile noti�cations using mobile phone related
features, such as application usage. Pielot et al. [60] stated that users are more open to receiving phone noti�cations
if they have recently used their devices. Similarly, Mathur et al. [42] investigated the e�ects of several features,
such as the number of applications used and the amount of time spent interacting with phone in the last hour, on
predicting user involvement with mobile phones. Their results showed that involvement increased as the number
of applications used in the last hour increased.
Responsiveness has mainly been studied with respect to one dimension: whether a user responded to a survey
or not. Although users may appear to be attentive to ESM surveys at �rst, their answers might be inaccurate,
repetitive or random. So, response style of users should be understood in order to make more reliable inferences.
Response style is de�ned as “a respondent’s tendency to responding systematically to questionnaire items
regardless of the content” [56]. The most common response styles are acquiescence or disacquiescence (the
tendency to agree or disagree to an item), extreme response style (the tendency to use the extreme categories),
and middle response style (the tendency to use the middle category). These measures have been used in this type
of studies for a long time in order to test survey validity [15]. Lately, response styles or survey-taking patterns
have been found to be related to behavioral measures such as non-cognitive skills [30] or personality [14, 28, 29].
Based on these recent �ndings, we decided to investigate whether the styles of the responses to the ESM questions
are related to the engagement and challenge levels of o�ce workers.
Moreover, entropy is used to quantify the degree of homogeneity of responses. This measure can be quite
helpful to understand whether users keep choosing the same items repeatedly (such as choosing the extreme
points of a Likert scale) or uniformly. To the best of our knowledge, no study has addressed the relationship
between the variety of responses in ESM surveys and social factors in the user environment. Quantifying the
in�uence of the factors behind the heterogeneity in the responsiveness can help researchers to design better
measurement scales or to better understand the performance results of models.

2.2

Subjective Norm in O�ice Se�ing and O�ice Type

Subjective norm (social norm) is de�ned as “person’s perception that most people who are important to him/her
think he/she should or should not perform the behavior in question” [20]. It can be brie�y described as the
answer to the question: “Do other people want me to do it?” [27]. For instance, suppose that a social norm exists
whereby o�ce workers are expected to spend all their time in their o�ces during working hours. One of the
reasons upholding this social norm is that the company manager appears to criticize o�ce workers if they leave
the o�ce premises often. Hence, o�ce workers may not be willing to have rest breaks. This problem can be
alleviated if the attitude of the manager changes and the manager encourages o�ce workers to take regular
health breaks. It also plays an important role in the intention to use or adopt a new technology [73]. Hence,
subjective norm is commonly used in the studies related to technology acceptance. For example, a recent study
[48] was conducted in an o�ce environment and focused on the e�ects of social norms on the adoption of mobile
applications for promoting physical activity. The authors found that social in�uence is an e�ective factor for
using such applications. Another study [71] showed that o�ce employees are a�ected by their colleagues as far
as their sitting behavior is concerned. Similarly, George et al. [24] emphasized the importance of being a part of a
social group or being able to interact with others as a motivator for performing physical activity in a university
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work environment. Hence, in the present work, we aim at analyzing the direct relationship between subjective
norm and user responsiveness. We speci�cally measured to which degree the participants were in�uenced by
their colleagues or managers to have rest breaks.
There have been studies investigating the e�ects of o�ce type on sedentary behavior [52] and distraction [65].
O�ce type refers to the fact that participants have either shared (i.e., they share their o�ces with other colleagues
such as open o�ces) or private (i.e., they work alone) o�ces. Mullane et al. [52] showed that employees in private
o�ces have a higher amount of sitting time compared to those in open o�ces. They also observe that employees
in open o�ces might be more receptive to social cues than those in private o�ces. Seddigh et al. [65] discussed
the o�ce type e�ects and concluded that the relationship is stronger among employees in open o�ces than those
in cellular o�ces. Finally, Morrison and Macky [51] showed that distraction is higher in shared o�ces. Hence,
these studies give us an idea about the importance of o�ce-related factors on perceived distraction (which might
be considered as a reverse of work engagement), and also on responsiveness to rest break reminders. In our study,
we did not directly ask the o�ce type of the participants as in existing studies since we aim at investigating
whether the number of people with whom they are sharing their o�ces has an e�ect on their responsiveness.
The number of colleagues might be an indicator of the o�ce type of the employees: a high number of colleagues
might imply a shared o�ce, whereas a low number of colleagues might indicate a more private o�ce, or, more in
general, a lower amount of distractions caused by co-workers. The number of colleagues is also a strong indicator
for social in�uence, which was previously used for example for inferring perceived behavior among peers [77].
Our study contributes to the existing literature by showing the relationships between the number of colleagues
and responsiveness to noti�cations.

2.3

Musculoskeletal Discomfort and Awareness about Si�ing Behavior

Musculoskeletal discomfort of participants in o�ce settings is discussed in a limited number of studies. Monsey
et al. [49] found that although the participants of their study were instructed to take breaks, most of the time
they did not comply to take breaks. They concluded that there may be di�erent factors that a�ect the decision of
individuals for taking breaks. For example, an interesting point to be investigated is the relationship between
musculoskeletal discomfort and compliance to the break-reminder programs/applications.
The number of studies in awareness about sitting behavior is limited in the literature. For example, in a
qualitative study [17], participants stated that they were not aware of how much time they have been working
most of the time, and reminders from applications for taking breaks could improve their productivity. In another
qualitative study, participants stated that lack of awareness related to physical activity a�ects it [38], or reversely,
growing awareness could be a motivator for it [24]. van Dantzig et al. [71] also showed that the internal control
toward sitting behavior was low for most of the participants of their study. Similarly, Wallmann-Sperlich et al.
[75] stated that individuals, who believe that sitting for long periods would not be harmful, actually sit for a
longer amount of time than individuals who do not. Those results show that personal beliefs and awareness
regarding a speci�c behavior actually a�ect performing the behavior, and they show the importance of internal
factors such as awareness regarding taking breaks. Luo et al. [37] recently explored the self-regulation and habit
strength for preventing prolonged sitting via a mobile application and found that stronger self-regulation led to
quicker responses to noti�cations. It is the only study that investigates the relation between self-regulation and
responsiveness. In our study, we included several metrics that have not been investigated before and made an
e�ort to show how awareness is related to the variability in engagement/challenge level responses.
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Work Engagement and Challenge Levels

Work engagement is described as an active and positive state with a high level of energy, strong involvement, and
full concentration [63]. Simply, engagement is the degree of employees involved with or distracted from work
[40]. On the other hand, challenge is de�ned as the mental e�ort that should be exerted to complete a task [41].
Mark et al. [40] investigated the relationship between work engagement and several factors such as face-toface interactions, Facebook use, e-mail use, application use. They found that the duration of Facebook use and
e-mail/calendar use are negatively related to engagement levels, whereas face-to-face interaction are positively
related. A very recent work [13] investigated the e�ects of focus on the adherence to physical activity. They
found that when individuals have a high focus on the ongoing task, they are less likely to notice the mobile
intervention, or comply with the intervention.
Nduhura and Prieler [53] showed that social media use positively a�ects workers, energizes them, so that
increases their productivity. Although it is not related to work engagement directly, it is worthwhile to mention
that Mirjafari et al. [47] developed a model for assessing low and high performance in the workplace through
mobile sensing. They collected activity, location, phone usage (lock/unlock), and light level through mobile
application, heart rate and stress through a wearable device, and time spent in work and time spent at a break
through a Bluetooth device. Their results showed that higher performers unlock their phones less but they
are more active than low performers. They built a XGBoost classi�er for classifying the performers and the
performance of the model is presented as AUROC=.83.
As far as work challenge is concerned, Mark et al. [40, 41] presented a signi�cant e�ect of Facebook use, e-mail
use, and task switching between computer applications on challenge levels of knowledge workers. According
to their results, the duration of Facebook use is negatively related to challenge levels, whereas the duration of
e-mail use and the number of application switches are positively related. However, the results of those studies
were based only on computer activities. We extend these studies by focusing on mobile application activities and
other personal/social factors.
Our study di�ers from the previous work from a methodological point of view since it is based on the evaluation
of work engagement and challenge, which are important to understand the availability of o�ce workers for
delivering noti�cations [13, 41]. We measured in-situ work engagement and challenge levels, i.e., we captured
the engagement and challenge levels when employees were currently working with a mobile application. Hence,
we obtained di�erent levels of work engagement and challenge measures at di�erent time intervals, which is
more representative than using single point measures. We investigated the relation among in-situ measurements
of work engagement/challenge levels, personal factors and social norms in workplaces.

2.5

Detecting A�entional States

Boredom is described as “lack of stimulation or inability to be stimulated thereto” [18]. It comprises a penetrating
deprivation of interest and di�culty of focusing on the ongoing task [21]. Individuals mostly seek a way to
escape from the boredom state [25]. To date, several e�orts have been made for predicting attentional states,
including boredom. Physiological sensors [58] or logging computer activities [7, 41] are some examples of
boredom detection techniques widely used in previous studies. More recently, mobile devices have been used for
collecting continuous data about users’ engagement and attentional states.
Mark et al. [41] proposed a theoretical framework representing attentional states in workplaces. They measured
engagement and challenge levels of workers in workplaces via ESM questions, then separated the attentional
states into four categories: (1) “rote” represents highly engaged (the top two of the ratings), not challenged (the
bottom two of the ratings); (2) “focus” represents highly engaged (the top two of the ratings) and challenged (the
bottom two of the ratings); (3) “bored” represents low engagement (the bottom two of the ratings) , not challenged
(the bottom two of the ratings) ; and (4) “frustrated” represents low engagement (the bottom two of the ratings),
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high challenge (the top two of the ratings). We normalized the scores and excluded the mid-range values in line
with [41] We used a 5-point Likert scale (unlike [41]). Then, they investigated which online activities are related
to attentional states and how they are related. Their results showed that the type of online activity determines the
attentional states of workers. For example, workers are usually in “bored” or “rote” states when viewing/writing
e-mails, whereas they signi�cantly spend less time in “focused” state when using Facebook or Web-browsing.
Pielot et al. [61] investigated which mobile phone features are informative for detecting boredom. They stated
that users are more likely to use a higher number of applications when they are bored. Similarly, in another
study [59], the recency of communication, the intensity of phone usage, proximity and hour of the day were
found related to detecting boredom. They also found that when boredom was sensed by mobile phones, sending
proactive recommendations signi�cantly attracted users’ interests. Matic et al. [43] also found that the number
of launched applications is a predictive feature for detecting boredom on smartphones. LiKamWa et al. [36]
developed a mobile phone application, which predicted the moods of users with smartphone usage patterns by
�tting individual and general level classi�ers. They found that phone calls and categorized application usage
were strong predictors for inferring mood. Zenonos et al. [80] focused on predicting mood levels with wearable
sensors and smartphones in work environments. Instead, in our study we focused on predicting work-related
variables, i.e., engagement and challenge levels, and attentional states (focused on work or bored) of knowledge
workers during work hours.
With respect to the previous work, our contribution is twofold. First of all, we consider a variety of individual,
social and contextual factors, in order to have a more comprehensive understanding of the phenomena under
consideration. Secondly, our contribution is above all methodological: we consider a repeated-measures design
for modeling without violating any statistical assumptions regarding the nature/distribution of responses. We
believe that this is very important in order to ensure the statistical validity of these studies. We compared the
results with the models, which are widely used in the literature, i.e., �tting with general models and individual
models such as random forest models.

3

METHODOLOGY

We designed an experiment for quantifying the factors related to work engagement and challenge levels of
knowledge workers and their responsiveness to the ESM messages. Mobile-based ESM was adopted since the
data obtained by ESM tend to have higher validity and less bias compared to other methods [57]. Despite some
challenges (e.g. recruiting participants, sampling time, or technical challenges), ESM is a strong and powerful
methodology for capturing users’ natural feelings and thoughts. The overall framework is shown in Figure 1 and
the �owchart of the experiment is given in Figure 2.

3.1

Pre-Experiment �estionnaire

A pre-experiment questionnaire was delivered to the participants in order to collect demographic information
and to understand work routines and regular break times, musculoskeletal discomfort, awareness about rest
breaks, and o�ce related factors. The demographic questions concern information about age, gender, occupation,
job title, and educational background of the participants. The work start/end hours and the participants’ favorite
times for breaks, type of the breaks (e.g. social, tea/co�ee, lunch), location of the breaks (in the same o�ce,
outside the o�ce on the same/di�erent �oor, or outside the building) and availability for an o�ce exercise in
those breaks were also collected in order to understand work routines of the participants.
Subjective norm (SN) was collected with two statements adapted from [78]. The items of the statements were
scaled between one ( “Strongly disagree”) and �ve (“Strongly agree”):
• My manager(s) in�uence(s) my intention to have a rest break.
• My colleagues will encourage me to have a rest break.
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Fig. 1. Proposed research framework.

Fig. 2. Steps of the experiment and data analysis.

The questions related to musculoskeletal discomfort, and awareness about rest breaks and doing o�ce exercises
were designed with the help of a specialist in behavioral psychology and a physical therapist. The responses were
scaled between one (“Never”) and three (“Very frequently”). More precisely, the questions were the following:
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• Do you feel pain or numbness in your hands, wrists or shoulders while using a computer?
• Do you take breaks in regular periods while working in front of a computer?
• Do you perform any hand, wrist or shoulder exercises or stretching movements in front of your computer?

The �rst question assesses the musculoskeletal discomfort, while the second and the third assess the awareness
about rest breaks. Finally, we requested them to state the number of colleagues who they share their o�ces with.

3.2

Mobile Sensing Application

A mobile sensing application, which works on the Android operating system version 4.2 or higher, was developed
for collecting data from participants and for reminding them to take rest breaks during work hours. The application
collected screen activity and application usage information in the background. The application package names
were only collected if the user agrees to share this information. The Android operating system requires an
additional permission to collect application package names, hence, although it is a part of the informed consent,
we had to obtain their additional permission for that purpose. The screen on/o� times and user’s screen presence
were captured at all times. Hence, it was possible to detect when a user started using their mobile phone, and
when the interaction with the phone ended.

3.3

Delivery of Notifications and ESM �estions

We prepared four questions related to in-situ engagement and challenge levels of the participants. Five-level
Likert scale was used for the ESM questions where one indicating “Not at all” and �ve indicating “Very much”.
The questions were adapted from [41]:
• What is the degree of your engagement in the task that you are currently performing?
• What is the degree of your challenge in the task that you are currently performing?

The mobile sensing application was the medium for delivering reminders to participants. Each reminder
consisted of ESM questions; hence, we used ESM questions as the reminders themselves. The reminders were
dispatched using a delivery algorithm that only considers the work hours of the participants. First, the time slots
that the participant has a calendar event were discarded from the work start-end period. Then, two noti�cation
times from the preferable time slots of the participant were selected. The remaining four noti�cation times
were randomly chosen from the available time slots. If a participant did not state any preferred time in the
pre-questionnaire, all six noti�cation times were randomly picked from the work hours of that participant. Finally,
when the algorithm selected noti�cation times, it also ensured that there was at least one hour between the two
consecutive noti�cation times.
The reminder messages are displayed in the noti�cation bar of the mobile devices as a regular noti�cation. When
the user taps on the noti�cation, the reminder message and the ESM questions are displayed. The noti�cation
message includes a motivational message for taking a rest break (e.g., “Relax and take a break!”, “Action time!”).
The ESM messages are displayed below the motivational message on the phone screen. The questions are
showed one by one: after the participant answers each question, the next question is displayed. At the end of the
questionnaire, the user responses are sent to the main server after clicking the “Submit” button. The design of the
noti�cation was adapted from previous work, e.g., [37]. The ESM questions also included questions regarding if
the noti�cation message (for a 5, 10, or 30 minutes-break) arrives at an opportune time or not. The results about
the timing of the noti�cations were not included in this study since they were not in the scope of this paper.
The intensity of the messages changes depending on the ringer mode of devices, i.e., it is based on system
default settings. For example, if the device is in vibrate mode, the system noti�es the user with a vibration. There
were no re-prompts if users missed a prompt. A participant may (1) see and respond to the message, (2) see
but not respond to the message, or (3) not see the message at all. In either situation, the message was deleted
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after 15-minutes of arrival in line with the studies in the literature [46]. Non-interaction with the noti�cation is
interpreted as the fact that user is busy at that time, so deleting the noti�cation does not annoy users.

3.4

Pilot Study

A pilot study was conducted in order to evaluate the design and execution of the experiment. Five participants
having di�erent mobile phones in terms of brands and Android versions, and working in di�erent workplaces
were included in the pilot study.

3.5

Data Collection Procedure

Before delivering the questionnaires and installing the mobile sensing application, the necessary approval was
received by the Human Subjects Ethics Committee of the University. The participants were informed about the
procedure of the experiment. They were told that the noti�cations were just for a reminder to take breaks, and
they were requested to answer the ESM questions sent with the noti�cations. They were aware that the study
was not aimed at changing their behaviors but at collecting data about their context and status via ESM when the
noti�cations were received.
The duration of the experiment was set to 10 workdays for each participant. During the experiment, the
participants received a maximum of six reminder messages per day. The participants who replied to at least 25%
of the ESM messages were granted a co�ee coupon as the only compensation for taking part in the experiment.

3.6

Participants

Participants were selected with a convenience sampling method: potential participants (who are o�ce workers)
were invited to join the experiment through several channels (from social media, by inviting graduate course
students in an institute face-to-face, via e-mail, and by delivering lea�ets). All invited participants were directed
to the experiment web page in which they can access the pre-experiment questionnaire and the download link of
the mobile sensing application. None of the participants were a�liated with the research group.
In total, 55 attempts were made for the pre-experiment survey, and 50 individuals responded in full. Forty-two
of them successfully installed the mobile application. Eleven participants dropped out of the experiment, resulting
in a total of 31 participants. Twenty of the 31 participants (64.52%) were male, and 11 of them (35.48%) were female.
The average age of the participants was 31.52, with a minimum of 24 and a maximum of 42. The average work
duration per day was 8.5 hours, with a minimum of 7 and a maximum of 10 hours. The job titles of the participants
were varied. Eleven of the participants (35.50%) were engineers, nine of them (29.00%) were academics, six of
them (19.40%) were specialists, four of them (12.90%) were managers, and one of them (3.20%) was technical
personnel. Fourteen participants (45.20%) work in the private sector, 13 of them (41.90%) work in the government
sector, 3 of them (9.70%) work as freelancers, and 1 participant (3.20%) was the owner/partner of a company.
Not everyone fully participated in all steps of the experiment: therefore, as a result:
• Nineteen of the 31 participants had a response rate of 25% or higher in ESM questions. These participants
are called as core participants in the rest of the paper.
• The application package names were obtained from 24 of the 31 participants, and 14 of them were from the
core participants.

3.7

Models

We used Kendall’s Tau correlation for the analysis concerning RQ1-RQ4a in order to identify the relationships
between responsiveness metrics and mobile application usage, awareness about rest breaks, and o�ce-related
factors.
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For RQ4b, we used each user’s ESM responses to assess the relationship between engagement/challenge levels
and application usage parameters.
For RQ4c, we employed Generalized Linear Mixed Models using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method.
The details of the models used in the study are given in Appendix A. In order to illustrate the individual di�erences
in our data set, the box plots of di�erent users showing their engagement levels vs. the number of switches
between applications in the last 5 minutes are depicted in Figure 3. Each color shows a di�erent participant whose
data points are among the highest in our data set. As it is possible to observe in the �gure, individual means
might change from participant to participant and there is an inverse relationship between engagement levels
and the number of switches (also later con�rmed by statistical tests). Those di�erences should be considered for
modeling; hence, we preferred the models that take into consideration the individual inherent di�erences such as
rmcorr and GLMM.

Fig. 3. Box plots of four di�erent users showing their engagement levels vs. number of changes between applications in the
latest 5 min. Each box plot with a color corresponds to a user. For example, the participant illustrated with orange color
appears to have higher number of application switches when the engagement score is low but the number of application
switches decreases when the engagement score increases. Each participant’s application usage behavior is di�erent (having
di�erent means, which is shown on the plot as red dots).

We performed GLMM analyses with the R package MCMCglmm [26]. MCMCglmm stochastically calculates the
posterior distribution at a particular set of parameters. As far as the MCMC chains were concerned, convergence
and consistency were satis�ed with the default values for the parameters with a burn-in value of 3000, a thinning
interval of 10 and the number of MCMC iterations of 13000. We used weakly informative priors for binary and
ordinal response variables. Finally, Gelman-Rubin diagnostics were approximately one, and autocorrelation plots
were stationary, which means that autocorrelation between consecutive samples in the chain is low enough for
the convergence [26].
One of the aims of our study is to understand whether attentional states and engagement/challenge levels
of knowledge workers can be predicted with mobile application usage. For this reason, we collected personal
data from our participants. Mobile application usage among individuals may be quite di�erent. For instance, one
may spend most of his/her time using mobile phone, whereas another uses for only speci�c purposes. In such
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situations, previous studies [45, 74, 81] stated that general models built upon multiple users’ data might not be
applied to study individual behavior. Hence, individual models (i.e., trained on solely user’s data) can give more
accurate results. As a disadvantage, individual models may su�er from the cold-start problem, which means a
lack of su�cient individual data for training in the beginning [79, 81]. In order to cover this issue, we selected
GLMM which incorporates both �xed and random e�ects together, which enables us to model both general and
individual characteristics of the data.
In order to compare the results obtained from GLMMs, we used a random forest classi�er, which is an ensemble
learning method [8]. For training random forest models, we used both general (with all participants) and individual
data (i.e., user-speci�c models). We generated an individual model for each participant by �tting random forest
classi�er on each participant’s data.
We applied the same method for building models for all the classi�ers. In particular, we used repeated random
sub-sampling validation (i.e. repeated hold-out) [33]. We divided the data set into training and test sets with the
proportions of 30-70, 40-60, 50-50, 60-40, and 70-30, and repeated each 20 times. When dividing data into training
and test sets, we used strati�ed sampling, which allows for balancing class proportions in each set. We report the
accuracy of the models as the performance metric. The estimated accuracy is obtained by averaging 20 runs. We
also report the standard deviation of the accuracy values obtained from the runs. The only di�erence for the
individual random forest classi�er is that the data set consisted of one user’s responses.
For all random forest classi�ers (general and individual); as the parameter of the number of trees, several
values (50, 100, 150, 250, 500, 750, 1000) were attempted in the models, which were cross-validated on a data set
reserved at the beginning of the experiment and not used later to form test sets. The optimized parameters were
750 for the general attentional states model, 50 for the individual attentional states model, 100 for the general
engagement levels model, 200 for the general challenge levels model, and 500 for the individual engagement
and challenge levels model. We also calculated the baseline performance with the majority classi�er that always
predicts the class with the highest number of data points in the training set.

4

COLLECTED DATA AND FEATURE EXTRACTION

In this section, we will provide the descriptive statistics of the collected data. Besides, we will describe the features
used in our analyses.

4.1

Application Usage

An application usage session is de�ned as the time spent between the screen on and o� [5, 42]. Based on this
de�nition, we extracted the application usage sessions of each participant. We recorded each session’s startend time, duration and the inter-event time information. Inter-event time refers to the duration between two
consecutive usage sessions, i.e., the time di�erence between the previous session’s end time and the current
session’s start time. We merged the sessions where inter-event time is less than 5 seconds as suggested in previous
studies [5, 42]. We investigated usage sessions with a duration of 5, 10, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes before each
message delivery from the core participants from whom we could obtain application package names.
In Table 1, the descriptive statistics (mean, median and standard deviation) for the application usage in the last
5, 10, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes before ESM messages were responded are shown. In the 5-minute case, more than
half of the data set consisted of zeros, which means that more than half of the ESM messages were responded
when users did not use their mobile phone in the last 5 minutes. As the duration increases, the number of sessions
with no application usage decreases (39.47% for the 10-minute case, 29.43% for the 15-minute case, 20.10% for the
30-minute case, 12.68% for the 45-minute case, and 9.22% for the 60-minute case).
The usage of applications per category was also considered. However, such data could be obtained only from
14 number of participants. The application categories were matched using the classi�cation present in the Google
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Table 1. The descriptive statistics of the application usage (in seconds) in the last 5, 10, 15, 30, 45 and 60-minutes before
ESM messages were responded. # = 528 number of sessions were recorded from 19 participants in total (those who had a
response rate of 25% or higher in ESM questions).

Mean

Std. Dev

Median

Number of sessions
with no
application usage

Percentage of sessions
with no
application usage

5 minutes 20.91
10 minutes 31.37
15 minutes 43.04
30 minutes 395.40
45 minutes 596.49
60 minutes 791.29

35.42
49.93
61.70
508.58
730.86
934.63

2.00
11.00
21.50
169.50
297.00
448.50

250
200
157
29
22
13

47.34%
37.88%
29.73%
5.49%
4.17%
2.46%

Time Window

Play Store on December 2018. The category usage in the last 5, 10, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes prior to ESM messages
was calculated. The descriptive statistics (mean, median and standard deviation) of each category usage in the
last 60 minutes is given in Table 2. We also reported the number of zeros (i.e. non-used categories) and their
percentages. As can be seen from the table, the application usage data in several categories is sparse. The densest
category (i.e. the category with the highest number of data points other than zero) is communication; 46.17%
of the sessions have communication applications usage greater than zero. We are aware that category names
obtained from Google Play Store might be limited, however, as can be seen, our data set consisted of usage in a
few categories. For this reason, we focused on communication and social categories in the analyses as they are.
The reason of the sparseness in application categories can be attributed to the o�ce workers’ attitudes during
o�ce hours. Participants may use these applications for a signi�cant amount of time outside o�ce hours but
they appear to use them rarely during working hours.
The features regarding the application usage are given below. Each feature is calculated for each participant in
the last 5, 10, 15, 30, 45 or 60 minutes before each response to ESM delivery separately:
• Application usage: refers to the total duration of application usage (in minutes). For example, * 10 refers to
the last 10-minute usage.
• Number of applications: indicates the number of unique applications used.
• Number of switches: is the total number of transitions between mobile applications.
• Mean application usage: corresponds to the average duration of application usage (in minutes).
• Communication category usage: denotes the duration of application usage in the communication category.
• Social category usage: denotes the duration of application usage in the social category.
• Facebook usage: is the duration of usage in Facebook application. We selected Facebook from the social
category since Facebook usage was higher than half of the social category usage (57.40%).
• WhatsApp usage: shows the duration of usage in WhatsApp application. We selected WhatsApp from the
communication category since WhatsApp usage was nearly equal to half of the social category usage
(47.79%).
• Messaging applications usage: indicates the duration of usage in messaging applications (namely WhatsApp,
Facebook messenger and SMS usages) belong to the communication category. The usage of messaging
applications was equal to 58.54% of the communication category usage.
All the features mentioned above were calculated based on ESM timing, hence resulting in several data points
in time per user. We also calculated the cumulative application usage in hours per user during work hours. A total
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Table 2. The descriptive statistics of the application category usage (in seconds) in the last 60-min before ESM messages
were responded. # = 418 number of sessions were recorded from 14 participants in total (those whose application package
names could be obtained and had a 25% or higher response rate in ESM questions).

Category Name
Communication
Social
Tools
Productivity
Finance
Photography
personalization
Lifestyle
Game
News and Magazines
Food and Drink
Music and Audio
Travel and Local
Video Players and Editors
Business
Weather
Shopping
Entertainment
Books and Reference
Sports

Mean usage Std. Dev.
186.57
69.08
14.04
3.28
8.54
7.11
4.14
82.46
23.43
13.15
3.53
2.57
4.27
6.04
1.56
0.41
0.88
7.63
1.58
1.04

Median

273.21
158.44
93.77
16.43
45.89
47.56
28.06
407.37
121.45
101.47
28.40
18.16
58.50
70.71
14.14
3.81
11.11
73.21
31.08
18.13

78.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Number of sessions Percentage of sessions
with no
with no
application usage
application usage
67
248
324
375
388
388
391
392
393
395
400
400
401
403
408
409
410
411
414
414

46.17%
59.33%
77.51%
89.71%
92.82%
92.82%
93.54%
93.78%
94.02%
94.50%
95.69%
95.69%
95.93%
96.41%
97.61%
97.85%
98.09%
98.33%
99.04%
99.04%

of 24 users among all 31 participants were considered since only these participants gave access to our application
to collect their mobile application usage details in the background. Note that only 14 had a response rate of 25%
or higher in ESM questions. The descriptive statistics of the aggregated mobile application usage parameters are
given in Table 3.
• Total Application Usage: shows the total duration of application usage.
• Total Communication Category Usage: denotes the total duration of application usage in the communication
category.
• Total Social Category Usage: indicates the total duration of application usage in the social category.
• Total Facebook Usage: denotes the total duration of Facebook usage.
• Total WhatsApp Usage: indicates the total duration of WhatsApp usage.

4.2

ESM Responses and Responsiveness Metrics

ESM responses consisted of engagement and challenge levels recorded with each ESM questionnaire, and
attentional state derived from engagement and challenge scores for the same ESM questionnaire. The attentional
states of the participants were classi�ed using challenge and engagement levels of participants as in [41]. For
example, if a participant recorded 1 as engagement response and 1 as challenge response, then the attentional
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Table 3. The descriptive statistics of the constructs with continuous parameters used in the analyses. SD: Standard Deviation

Construct Name

Responsiveness

Mobile application
usage (in minutes)

O�ce related factors

Parameter Name

#

Min.

Max.

Mean±SD

Response Rate
Engagement
Median
Interpolated Median
Entropy
Acquiescence
Disacquiescence
Middle Response Style
Positive Extreme Response Style
Negative Extreme Response Style
Challenge
Median
Interpolated Median
Entropy
Acquiescence
Disacquiescence
Middle Response Style
Positive Extreme Response Style
Negative Extreme Response Style

31

.09

.94

.42±.27

.35

31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31

1.00
1.23
.72
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

5.00
4.63
2.29
.80
.82
.57
.57
.68

2.82±1.01
2.80±.89
1.79±0.37
.36±.22
.45±.22
.18±.14
.19±.17
.27±.16

3.00
2.81
1.86
.37
.46
.18
.15
.28

31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31

1.00
1.18
.83
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

4.00
3.60
2.23
.56
1.00
.63
.36
.74

2.29±.79
2.30±.67
1.68±.38
.20±.16
.58±.25
.23±.17
.06±.09
.33±.17

2.00
2.38
1.69
.19
.52
.14
.00
.33

Total application usage
Total social category usage
Total communication category usage
Total Facebook usage
Total WhatsApp usage

31
24
24
24
24

1.55 65.14 15.16±12.88
.01 4.07
1.69±1.35
.36 20.33
7.24±5.34
.00 4.20
.90±1.07
.00 6.00
1.74±1.43

13.44
2.09
6.29
.75
1.59

Number of colleagues in o�ce
Subjective Norm

31
31

1.00 50.00
2.00 9.00

10.13±14.51
6.45±1.97

Median

3.00
7.00

state of the participant at that moment was labeled as “bored”. The details of the classi�cation are given in
Section 2.5. The descriptive statistics of engagement and challenge responses obtained from the ESM questions
are given in Table 4. Only “focused” and “bored” states were included in the analyses since the number of data
points in “rote” and “frustrated” states had a fewer number of data points. The average duration for responding
ESM questions is 3.17 minutes with a standard deviation of 2.471 .
We explored the responsiveness of participants in detail. The indicators reported below were calculated based
on the engagement and challenge responses from the ESM questions, then, aggregated. The descriptive statistics
of the indicators are presented in Table 3.
• Response Rate: This is calculated through dividing the number of each participant’s responses that were
successfully recorded by the total number of ESM messages sent to that participant. We assumed that the
response is missing when the phone is o� during an expected prompt.
1 In

our study, the duration was calculated based on the di�erence between the survey submission time and the ESM message delivery time.
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Table 4. The descriptive statistics of the engagement/challenge responses and a�entional states obtained from the ESM
questionnaires.

Parameter Name

Values

Frequency

Percentage

Engagement

1
2
3
4
5

132
73
52
66
95

31.58%
17.46%
12.44%
15.79%
22.78%

Challenge

1
2
3
4
5

146
89
81
60
42

34.93%
21.29%
19.38%
14.35%
10.05%

Bored
Focused
Rote
Frustrated

197
175
38
8

47.13%
41.87%
9.09%
1.91%

Attentional states

• Median of Engagement and Median of Challenge: They refer to the median value of the responses of each
participant on the ESM questions related to engagement and challenge respectively.
• Interpolated Median of Engagement and Challenge: Medians may su�er from ignoring the weights linked to
the distributions of responses above or below the median. The interpolated medians take into account the
number of data points, which are strictly below or above the median. Hence, in our study, we calculated
the interpolated medians of engagement and challenge responses respectively.
• Entropy of Engagement and Entropy of Challenge: These refer to the Shannon entropy of the responses of
each participant on the ESM questions related to engagement and challenge respectively. The formula of
the entropy is given in Equation 1. In the formula, ?8 refers to the proportion of item i (where 8 = 1, .., 5
since engagement and challenge levels were measured with 5-level Likert scale). A lower entropy implies
higher homogeneity of responses, whereas a higher entropy indicates higher heterogeneity of responses.
For example, if a participant’s responses belong to only one category (e.g., the user selected the item 3
for all engagement questions), then his/her entropy of engagement will be zero, which indicates pure
homogeneity. On the other hand, entropy gets higher values as the responses fall into di�erent categories.
⇢=CA>?~ =

5
’

?8 ;>62 ?8

(1)

8=1

• Acquiescence of Engagement and Challenge: They refer to the tendency to be highly engaged or challenged
with work (i.e. responding 4 or 5 to the engagement/challenge level questions). It is calculated by dividing
the number of responses recorded as 4 or 5 by the total number of responses.
• Disacquiescence of Engagement and Challenge: They refer to the opposite of the acquiescence, which means
the tendency to be low engaged or challenged with work (i.e. responding 1 or 2 to the engagement/challenge
level questions). It is calculated by dividing the number of responses recorded as 1 or 2 by the total number
of responses.
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Table 5. The descriptive statistics of the constructs with the indicators (ordinal parameters) used in the analyses.

Construct Name

Parameter Name
Taking regular rest breaks

Awareness about rest breaks
Doing o�ce exercises

Musculoskeletal discomfort

Feeling pain/numbness

Values

Frequency

Percentage

1
2
3
1
2
3

3
18
10
20
6
5

9.7%
58.1%
32.3%
64.5%
19.4%
16.1%

1
2
3

8
5
18

25.8%
16.1%
58.1%

• Middle Response Style of Engagement and Challenge: They refer to the proportion of the responses that
received middle (3) response.
• Positive Extreme Response Style of Engagement and Challenge: Positive extreme responses imply the responses
with the category equal to 5. Hence, the positive extreme response style indicates the proportion of the
responses that received positive extreme responses among all responses.
• Negative Extreme Response Style of Engagement and Challenge: Negative extreme responses imply the
responses with the category equal to 1. Hence, the negative extreme response style indicates the proportion
of the responses that received negative extreme responses among all responses.

4.3

Survey Data Set

As discussed above, we collected information regarding o�ce-related factors, musculoskeletal discomfort, and
awareness about sitting behavior with the pre-experiment survey. The features and their descriptive statistics
obtained from the survey results are given in Table 3 and in Table 5. The total number of participants in the data
set is 31. The following features were calculated for each user:
• Awareness about rest breaks: This was measured with the degree of participants taking rest breaks and
doing o�ce exercises.
• Musculoskeletal discomfort: This indicates the degree of feeling pain/numbness when working in front of
computers in the o�ce.
• O�ce-related Factors: They refer to the number of colleagues in each participant’s o�ce and subjective
norm (SN), which identi�es the degree of participants a�ected by their colleagues for taking rest breaks.
The number of colleagues in the same o�ce might a�ect the responsiveness since the distraction level
caused by co-workers might vary with di�erent number of people. SN identi�es the in�uence level caused
by co-workers, hence, it might a�ect the responsiveness. Among our core participants (N=19), three of
them (15.79%) had no colleagues in their o�ces, seven of them (36.84%) had up to �ve colleagues, and the
remaining nine of them (47.37%) had a minimum of seven colleagues and a maximum of 50 colleagues.
Similarly, seven of the participants (36.84%) had a SN scores between two and six, four of them (21.05%)
had SN score of seven, and eight of them (42.11%) had SN scores of eight and nine out of ten.

5

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this section we present the analysis of the data set collected through the studies discussed above. In the �rst
subsection, the relations among the constructs in the survey data set (musculoskeletal discomfort, awareness,
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and o�ce-related factors), mobile application usage indicators, and responsiveness metrics are investigated using
Kendall’s Tau correlation based on users’ aggregated values. In the second subsection, the relation between mobile
application usage parameters and in-situ engagement/challenge levels is investigated using repeated-measures
correlation analysis. Finally, in the third section, a hierarchical model for predicting individuals’ engagement and
challenge levels is proposed, and its performance is compared with general and individual random forest models.

5.1

Relational Analysis between the Constructs in the Survey Data Set

In the research question RQ1, we investigated how musculoskeletal discomfort of o�ce workers is related to their
responsiveness to the break-reminder noti�cations. We assessed the musculoskeletal discomfort as the degree of
feeling pain/numbness while working on computers. The results show that the degree of feeling numbness and
pain during work is in a weak relationship with the entropy of engagement (g = .25, ? = .09, # = 31). The
engagement responses of the participants who felt a higher amount of musculoskeletal discomfort were more
heterogeneous than those who felt less musculoskeletal discomfort. In other words, the participants who su�ered
more from musculoskeletal discomfort responded with a higher number of categories as their engagement levels.
In RQ2, we assessed how awareness of o�ce workers is related to their responsiveness to the break-reminder
noti�cations. The awareness was measured with the amount of regular rest breaks and the frequency of doing
o�ce exercises. Based on the results, taking regular rest breaks appears to be positively related to the negative
extreme response style of engagement (g = .25, ? = .09, # = 31). It can be inferred that the participants who take
rest breaks more frequently selected the response item “I am not engaged at all” higher number of times than the
ones who take rest breaks less frequently. Even though we did not hypothesize it, an interesting result has been
found: taking rest breaks is negatively related to feeling pain/numbness (g = .50, ? = .003, # = 31). It means
that the participants who have rest breaks more frequently felt less musculoskeletal discomfort while working
than the ones who take rest breaks less frequently.
We studied how o�ce-related factors are associated with o�ce workers’ responsiveness to the break-reminder
noti�cations in RQ3. O�ce-related factors were measured by the number of colleagues and subjective norm. The
results showed that the number of colleagues is in a weak positive relationship with the entropy of challenge
(g = .23, ? = .09, # = 31). It means that the participants who share their o�ces with a higher number of
colleagues responded to the challenge questions more heterogeneously (i.e., responded with a higher number of
item categories) than the ones who share their o�ces with a lower number of colleagues. At the same time, SN is
signi�cantly related to the number of colleagues in o�ce (g = .35, ? = .01, # = 31). Again, the participants who
share their o�ces with a higher number of colleagues stated that they are a�ected more from their colleagues
regarding taking rest breaks than the ones who share their o�ces with a lower number of colleagues.
We now consider research question RQ4a regarding the relation between application usage and responsiveness to
the break reminder noti�cations. The correlation coe�cients between the application usage parameters of total
application usage, total social category usage, total communication category usage, total Facebook usage, and
total WhatsApp usage and responsiveness parameters are depicted in Table 6. The results can be summarized as
follows:
• Total Application Usage: This is positively related to the median of challenge levels (g = .32, ? = .02, # = 31).
Total application usage is also in a positive relationship with the negative extreme response style of
challenge (g = .24, ? = .02, # = 31). It means that the participants who used mobile applications for a longer
amount of time gave the response “not challenged at all” more than those who used mobile applications for
a shorter amount of time.
• Total Social Category Usage: This is positively related to the negative extreme response style of engagement
(g = .27, ? = .06, # = 24) and challenge (g = .27, ? = .07, # = 24). Those results can be inferred as the
participants with a higher amount of application usage in social category tend to select the item “not
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Table 6. Kendall’s Tau correlation coe�icients for the responsiveness variables and application usage parameters (# = 31 for
Total App, # = 24 for communication, social, Facebook and WhatsApp)

Total App

Communication

Social Facebook

WhatsApp

Response
Rate

g
?

.19
.13

-.19
.20

.12
.40

.17
.24

.22
.14

Median of
Engagement

g
?

.13
.33

.07
.66

.27
.09

.15
.34

.33
.09

Interpolated Median
of Engagement

g
?

-.10
.43

.09
.52

.04
.80

-.16
.29

-.15
.32

Entropy of
Engagement

g
?

.18
.16

-.11
.44

.03
.82

.17
.25

.08
.57

Acquiescence
of Engagement

g
?

-.13
.31

.19
.20

.11
.46

-.14
.36

.01
.96

Disacquiescence
of Engagement

g
?

.08
.55

.03
.82

.10
.50

.26
.07

.16
.26

Middle Response Style
of Engagement

g
?

.01
.95

-.09
.57

-.21
.15

-.13
.37

-.14
.33

Positive Extreme Response
Style of Engagement

g
?

-.02
.86

.11
.45

.28
.06

.02
.90

.03
.84

Negative Extreme Response g
Style of Engagement
?

.20
.11

.06
.67

.27
.06

.37
.01

.42
.004

Median of
Challenge

g
?

.32
.02

.01
.94

.08
.62

.07
.68

.32
.04

Interpolated Median
of Challenge

g
?

-.07
.57

-.24
.11

-.04
.78

-.28
.06

-.14
.36

Entropy of
Challenge

g
?

.06
.62

-.24
.10

-.23
.12

-.11
.44

.02
.88

Acquiescence
of Challenge

g
?

-.11
.39

.01
.96

.12
.40

-.10
.50

.01
.96

Disacquiescence
of Challenge

g
?

.05
.72

.26
.07

.06
.69

.28
.06

.19
.20

Middle Response Style
of Challenge

g
?

-.08
.53

-.32
.03

-.10
.52

-.12
.41

-.21
.16

Positive Extreme Response
Style of Challenge

g
?

.09
.51

.00
1.00

.00
1.00

-.17
.27

.02
.92

Negative Extreme Response g
Style of Challenge
?

.24
.06

.34
.02

.27
.07

.36
.02

.31
.04
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challenged/engaged at all” more than the participants with a lower amount of application usage in the
social category.
• Total Communication Category Usage: This is positively associated with the disacquiescence of challenge
(g = .26, ? = .07, # = 24) and negative extreme response style of challenge (g = .34, ? = .02, # = 24). It
can be stated that the participants who used communication applications more, recorded lower challenge
scores than those who used communication applications less.
• Total Facebook Usage: This is in a negative relationship with the interpolated median of challenge (g =
.28, ? = .06, # = 24), which means that the participants who used Facebook more tend to respond to
the challenge questions with lower scores than the participants who used Facebook less. Similarly, total
Facebook usage is positively related to the disacquiescence of engagement (g = .26, ? = .07, # = 24),
to the disacquiescence of challenge (g = .28, ? = .06, # = 24), to the negative extreme response style
of engagement (g = .37, ? = .01, # = 24), and to the negative extreme response style of challenge
(g = .36, ? = .02, # = 24). The results infer that the participants who used Facebook a longer amount
of time recorded lower engagement/challenge scores than the participants who used Facebook a lower
amount of time.
• Total WhatsApp Usage: This is in positive relationship with the median of engagement (g = .33, ? =
.03, # = 24) and challenge (g = .32, ? = .04, # = 24). Similar to Facebook usage, WhatsApp usage is
positively related to the negative response styles of engagement (g = .42, ? = .004, # = 24) and challenge
(g = .31, ? = .04, # = 24). The results infer that the participants who used WhatsApp a longer amount of
time during work hours responded with “not challenged/engaged at all” item more than the ones who used
WhatsApp a lower amount of time.
Following the study and considering the relations found in the analyses discussed above, our initial research
framework in Fig. 1 has been revised as in Fig. 4. The dashed lines show the hypotheses partially supported, the
black lines show the hypotheses supported, and the red lines show the relations not hypothesized at �rst, but
found signi�cant.

5.2

Repeated-Measures Correlation Analysis

We now present the results of our investigation regarding which application usage metrics are related to in-situ
engagement/challenge levels of o�ce workers (RQ4b). We conducted a repeated-measures correlation analysis due
to the reasons mentioned in Section 3.7.
We calculated the repeated-measures correlation coe�cients on the ESM response data set between the insitu engagement/challenge levels and the application usage constructs: the duration of application usage, the
number of applications, the number of switches between applications, mean application usage, the duration of social
applications usage, the duration of communication applications usage, the duration of messaging applications usage,
the duration of WhatsApp usage and the duration of Facebook usage in order to measure the relation between
in-situ engagement/challenge levels and mobile application usage. Repeated-measures correlation (rmcorr) results
between the application usage constructs and the in-situ engagement levels are given in Table 7. Similarly, rmcorr
results related to the application usage constructs and the in-situ challenge levels are given in Table 8. Note that
rmcorr could not be applied as the attentional state is a binary variable.
The results showed that the number of switches between applications and the number of applications are the
most related features to challenge levels in decreasing order. In particular, the window size between 30 and 60
minutes appears to be the most determinant one in common. Although the window size between 10 to 30 appears
to be statistically signi�cant, the magnitude of the relationships appears to be lower than those having a longer
time window. All the relations are in a negative direction. For example, in the case of the 60-minute window size,
as the number of switches between application increases, engagement (AA< = .11, ? = .02) and challenge levels
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Fig. 4. Revised research framework based on the analysis results.

(AA< = .17, ? < .001) decrease, or vice versa. Similarly, the number of applications in 60-minute window size has
a negative correlation with engagement (AA< = .09, ? = .08) and challenge levels (AA< = .14, ? = .006). In other
words, it means that higher application usage refers to a lower level of engagement/challenge. In terms of the
application categories, the use of communication applications is signi�cantly related to the challenge levels in
60-minute window size (AA< = 0.10, ? = .04) but not to the social category applications.
The total application usage, the number of applications, the number of switches between applications, and the
communication applications are the most related features to the engagement levels in decreasing order. Similarly,
all the relations are also in a negative direction. However, this time, the window size between 5 and 10 appears to
be the most determinant one in common apart from the fact that the number of switches between applications
appears to be also signi�cant in longer time windows. As shown previously in Figure 3, each participant had
di�erent means in terms of the number of switches with respect to engagement levels. The rmcorr results show
that individual-level relation from a statistical point of view.
The use of social, Facebook, WhatsApp, and messaging applications were not found as signi�cantly related to
the engagement and challenge levels.

5.3

Modeling In-Situ A�entional States, Engagement and Challenge Levels: GLMM

In this section, we developed a model for inferring attentional states, engagement/challenge levels of o�ce workers
using application usage metrics by considering the cold start problem, the variety in the number and characteristics
of the responses and repeated-measurement nature of the data (RQ4c). We also investigated how the model is
comparable to individual and general models, which use the random forest method.
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Table 7. Repeated-measures correlation results between the application usage variables and engagement levels. Rows show
the application variables, whereas columns show the time window of the variables (# = 418). For example, the rmcorr
coe�icient (AA< ) between the engagement levels and the application usage in the last 5 minutes before ESM messages arrived
is equal to -.14.

AA<
?
AA<
No of Apps
?
AA<
No of Switch
?
AA<
Mean App Use
?
AA<
Social
?
AA<
Communication
?
AA<
Messaging
?
AA<
Facebook
?
AA<
WhatsApp
?
App Use

5-min

10-min

15-min

30-min

45-min

60-min

-.14
.005
-.11
.02
-.11
.03
-.06
.24
-.04
.46
-.10
.05
-.07
.14
-.08
.11
-.03
.54

-.12
.02
-.13
.009
-.11
.02
-.07
.18
-.05
.30
-.11
.03
-.09
.08
-.05
.46
-.03
.53

-.08
.12
-.08
.11
-.07
.17
-.05
.28
-.01
.81
-.05
.28
-.06
.25
-.02
.75
-.01
.85

-.05
.28
-.11
.03
-.09
.08
-.01
.80
.00
.97
-.05
.35
-.07
.15
.06
.21
-.04
.38

-.04
.37
-.08
.11
-.12
.02
.01
.91
.01
.79
-.07
.13
-.07
.14
.07
.14
-.05
.35

-.04
.45
-.09
.08
-.11
.02
.04
.37
.03
.58
-.08
.10
-.06
.26
.04
.44
-.04
.48

5.3.1 GLMM Results. Feature and model selection with GLMM for predicting attentional states, engagement
and challenge levels is presented in Appendix B. We iteratively selected the model, which gives consistently
lower DIC among di�erent sub-samples of the original data set with multiple runs. The details of the model
selection is provided in the appendix as to keep the focus of the paper intact. The results obtained from the
models selected are discussed in this section. In summary, we included several combinations of the application
usage parameters for modeling attentional states, engagement and challenge levels. The pairs of #$( 60 , * 5 ,
#$( 45 , and #$ 10 were included. Finally, #$( 45 and * 5 resulted the lowest DIC for the attentional states,
engagement and challenge level models.
In GLMM, we directly modeled the levels of engagement and challenge instead of using a binary conversion of
them, since an ESM response does not necessarily imply that the person is engaged/challenged or not.
Table 9 (top) shows the posterior distributions of each parameter with the posterior means and the 95% credible
intervals (2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the posterior distribution) of Model 3 for attentional states. The number
of switches between applications in the last 45 minutes has been found statistically signi�cant (? = .02) on
predicting attentional states. The negative relation means that as the number of switches between applications
in the last 45 minutes before ESM messages increases, users are more likely to be “bored”; or as the number of
switches between applications decreases, users are more likely to be “focused”. Similarly, the application usage
in the last 5 minutes before ESM messages has been found negatively related to the attentional states. As the
duration of application usage in the last 5 minutes increases, users are more likely to be in the “bored” state, or
vice versa. Based on the magnitudes, it can be said that the e�ect of application usage in the last 5 minutes is
higher than the number of switches between applications in the last 45 minutes.
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Table 8. Repeated-measures correlation results between the application usage variables and challenge levels, where the
columns show the time window of the variables (# = 418). For example, rmcorr coe�icient (AA< ) between the challenge levels
and the application usage in the last 5 minutes before ESM messages were responded is equal to -.11.

AA<
?
AA<
No of Apps
?
AA<
No of Switch
?
AA<
Mean App Use
?
AA<
Social
?
AA<
Communication
?
AA<
Messaging
?
AA<
Facebook
?
AA<
WhatsApp
?
App Use

5-min

10-min

15-min

30-min

45-min

60-min

-.11
.03
-.09
.07
-.10
.05
-.02
.63
-.01
.87
-.09
.06
-.05
.28
-.05
.28
-.04
.44

-.09
.08
-.12
.02
-.11
.03
-.04
.38
-.04
.45
-.10
.04
-.07
.17
-.03
.48
-.04
.37

-.10
.06
-.11
.03
-.10
.04
-.05
.28
-.04
.38
-.08
.13
-.05
.27
-.04
.45
-.03
.48

-.09
.06
-.17
<.001
-.17
<.001
-.04
.43
-.05
.29
-.07
.18
-.07
.18
-.02
.66
-.05
.28

-.10
.04
-.13
.008
-.18
<.001
-.03
.55
-.04
.37
-.11
.03
-.07
.17
-.02
.70
-.05
.28

-.09
.08
-.14
.006
-.17
<.001
.00
.92
-.03
.51
-.10
.04
-.05
.29
-.06
.25
-.04
.44

Table 9 (middle) shows the posterior distributions of each parameter with the posterior means and the 95%
credible intervals (2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the posterior distribution) of Model 1 for engagement levels. Similar
to the attentional states model, the number of switches between applications in the last 45 minutes and the
duration of application usage in the last 5 minutes are negatively related to the engagement levels. As the number
of switches between applications increases, the participants tend to be lowly engaged with their work or vice
versa. Similarly, as the participants use a higher amount of mobile applications in the last 5 minutes, they are
more likely to be engaged with their work in a lower degree or vice versa. As in the attentional states model,
the magnitude of the application usage is higher than the number of switches between applications on the
engagement levels.
Finally, Table 9 (bottom) shows the posterior distributions of each parameter with the posterior means and the
95% credible intervals (2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the posterior distribution) of Model 3 for challenge levels of
users. Again, the e�ect of the number of switches between applications parameter is signi�cantly negative on
challenge levels (? = .008). As the number of switches between applications in the last 45 minutes increases, the
challenge levels of users decrease, or vice versa. Similarly, the application usage in the last 5 minutes is also in a
signi�cant negative relationship with the challenge levels (? = .01). The participants who use mobile applications
for a longer amount of time in the last 5 minutes tend to be challenged with their work in a lower degree or vice
versa.
5.3.2 Comparison of GLMM with General and Individual Models. As stated before, for comparison, we �t random
forest models both in general (population) level and individual level. The variables used in the models were the
same with the ones reported in the GLMM results: the number of switches between applications in the last 45
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Table 9. Posterior means, 95% credible intervals and ? values of parameters for Model 3 for a�entional states (top), Model 1
for engagement levels (middle) and Model 3 for challenge levels (bo�om).

Model 3 for Attentional States
Parameters
Posterior mean 95% CI
(Intercept)
No of switch (45-min)
App use (5-min)

.23
-.07
-.38

(-.17,.60)
(-.12,-.01)
(-.73,-.10)

Model 1 for Engagement Levels
Parameters
Posterior mean 95% CI
(Intercept)
No of switch (45-min)
App use (5-min)

.92
-.04
-.21

.84
-.06
-.15

.21
.02
.01
p

(.68,1.11) <.001
(-.07,-.01) .008
(-.39,-.04)
.02

Model 3 for Challenge Levels
Parameters
Posterior mean 95% CI
(Intercept)
No of switch (45-min)
App use (5-min)

p

p

(.62,1.09) <.001
(-.10,-.02) .002
(-.31,.03)
.01

minutes and the application usage in the last 5 minutes before ESM messages. We built random forest models for
each participant (in total 14 models), then reported the accuracy values by averaging them.
In Table 10, the mean accuracy values obtained from four di�erent classi�ers for predicting attentional states,
engagement levels, and challenge levels are reported with their standard deviations. In the second column, the
percentage of the training set is stated. We also performed 1-person-out cross-validation (CV) on the data set
in order to re-validate the performance of the classi�ers. The biases caused by individuals that were uniformly
distributed in other splits were avoided by performing 1-person-out CV. Remember that attentional states were
modeled as a binary response (i.e., as “focused” and “bored”), and engagement and challenge levels as an ordinal
response (i.e., as 1-5).
As illustrated in the table, GLMM predicts engagement and challenge levels better than the general random
forest model, individual random forest and baseline classi�ers for all training percentages and in the 1-person-out
CV. As expected, the accuracy obtained using 1-person-out CV is lower since the individual’s own data are highly
informative and we do not use them in 1-person-out CV. Only for predicting attentional states, individual random
forest models are slightly better than GLMM. In order to compare the accuracy values of four classi�ers, we
conducted statistical tests on the accuracy values obtained from all runs (5 di�erent training percentages x 20
runs = 100 accuracy values for each classi�er). The Shapiro-Wilk Test shows that the accuracy values of the
models did not distribute normally (? < .001). Hence, the Friedman Test was performed [16]. The results of
the Friedman Test shows that the average accuracy values obtained from the four classi�ers are signi�cantly
di�erent for the prediction of attentional states (j 2 (3) = 169.07, ? < .001, # = 100), engagement levels (j 2 (3) =
206.06, ? < .001, # = 100), and challenge levels (j 2 (3) = 208.50, ? < .001, # = 100). Then, Wilcoxon signed rank
tests were conducted for binary comparisons of the models as post-hoc tests. For the prediction of attentional
states, the accuracy obtained from GLMM is signi�cantly higher than the general random forest’s accuracy
(/ = 8.26, ? < .001, # = 100), individual random forest’s accuracy (/ = 5.99, ? < .001, # = 100), and
the baseline accuracy (/ = 4.66, ? < .001, # = 100). Similarly, GLMM signi�cantly outperforms the general
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Table 10. Comparison of model accuracy values for predicting a�entional states, engagement and challenge levels. The
target variable is 2-leveled in the AS models, 5-leveled in Eng. and Chal. models. (AS: A�entional States, Eng.: Engagement,
Chal.: Challenge)

Model

Training
Percentage

Attentional States
# = 372

Engagement
# = 418

Challenge
# = 418

GLMM

30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
1-person-out CV

53.53%±3.28%
54.02%±2.09%
53.22%±3.45%
55.51%±2.96%
54.19%±3.17%
51.53%±8.40%

29.35%±3.29%
31.97%±1.92%
32.03%±2.28%
31.62%±2.94%
34.12%±3.73%
30.00%±8.75%

33.23%±2.82%
34.17%±3.01%
36.10%±2.05%
36.31%±3.09%
35.97%±2.91%
36.58%±8.12%

General RF
(No of trees =
750 for AS
100 for Eng
200 for Chal)

30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
1-person-out CV

48.34%±2.31%
48.26%±2.75%
48.57%±2.91%
47.03%±2.95%
49.10%±2.89%
43.02%±8.02%

21.51%±2.73%
22.61%±2.94%
24.13%±2.40%
22.63%±1.40%
23.08%±3.91%
20.73%±6.31%

26.56%±3.21%
28.89%±3.11%
31.27%±2.48%
32.68%±2.69%
31.98%±3.60%
24.51%±9.77%

Individual RF
(No of trees =
50 for AS
500 for Eng
500 for Chal)

30%
40%
50%
60%
70%

50.45%±12.95%
51.52%±15.32%
49.73%±18.65%
52.18%±18.44%
49.91%±21.98%

23.96%±11.87%
24.51%±12.86%
24.17%±13.11%
24.54%±13.32%
26.40%±16.94%

27.07%±13.87%
28.81%±14.38%
30.57%±14.28%
29.43%±15.58%
29.88%±17.71%

Baseline

30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
1-person-out CV

50.41%±18.26%
51.26%±18.28%
52.67%±19.89%
50.34%±19.67%
51.59%±22.74%
50.48%±15.95%

32.49%±15.22%
30.12%±13.92%
31.14%±15.71%
30.87%±18.40%
30.34%±21.60%
29.85%±11.33%

32.95%±14.54%
31.57%±14.47%
30.63%±14.71%
30.92%±16.61%
34.44%±18.02%
30.24%±14.25%

random forest (/ = 8.68, ? < .001, # = 100), and individual random forest (/ = 8.59, ? < .001, # = 100) for
predicting engagement levels. The di�erence between the GLMM accuracy values and baseline accuracy values
is signi�cantly di�erent at the U=0.1-level (/ = 1.87, ? = .06, # = 100). Finally, for the challenge levels models,
GLMM gives signi�cantly the most accurate results among general random forest (/ = 8.68, ? < .001, # = 100),
and individual random forest (/ = 8.02, ? < .001, # = 100). However, the di�erence between GLMM and the
baseline classi�er is not found statistically signi�cant (/ = .52, ? = .60, # = 100), which means that baseline
classi�er and GLMM lead to similar accurate results for predicting challenge levels.

6

DISCUSSION

In this study, we have investigated several research questions concerning the responsiveness of individuals to
break-reminder noti�cations, including engagement/challenge level and relationships between responsiveness
and several personal and social factors such as musculoskeletal discomfort, o�ce-related factors, and mobile
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application usage. The results of the study show two groups of variables (mobile application usage, and o�cerelated factors) have signi�cant relationships with the responsiveness of knowledge workers regarding their
engagement/challenge levels. The remaining two groups of variables (awareness and musculoskeletal discomfort)
have a less signi�cant one. In the following, we discuss these results in detail.

6.1

Musculoskeletal Discomfort and Awareness

In RQ1, we investigated the relation between the musculoskeletal discomfort of o�ce workers and their responsiveness to break-reminder noti�cations. Musculoskeletal discomfort was found positively related to the entropy
of engagement responses. The engagement responses of the participants who felt a higher level of musculoskeletal
discomfort were more heterogeneous than the ones who experienced a lower level of musculoskeletal discomfort.
Surely more evidence is needed, but a high degree of musculoskeletal discomfort could be the reason for not
focusing on work, hence the responses varied more.
In RQ2, we investigated the relation between the awareness of o�ce workers about rest breaks and their
responsiveness to break-reminder noti�cations. The participants, who have higher awareness scores related to
having rest breaks, responded with the item “I am not engaged at all” more frequently than those than those
who have less awareness. The result may be due to the fact that since those participants are more aware of the
importance of having rest breaks, they may actually give regular rest breaks more frequently than the ones
who are not aware that much. For this reason, our ESM messages may have arrived at the breaks, so that they
may have responded as they were not engaged with their work at that moment. We did not �nd a signi�cant
relationship with other responsiveness variables. As van Kenhove et al. [72] stated, response behavior can be
related to topic involvement, and involvement of individuals must exceed a critical level for the decision of
participation. Similarly, in our study, our participants’ awareness levels or musculoskeletal discomfort levels may
not have exceeded a critical level for themselves, so their responsiveness metrics was not found to be related to
their awareness or musculoskeletal discomfort levels.
Although we did not hypothesize the relation between musculoskeletal discomfort and awareness, our results
revealed that there is a negative relation between the two. The participants who take rest breaks more regularly
stated that they do not feel musculoskeletal discomfort while working as much as the ones who do not take
regular rest breaks. On the other hand, the participants who do not take regular rest breaks are the ones who feel
musculoskeletal discomfort more. The negative relation between the degree of feeling musculoskeletal discomfort
during work and the amount of rest breaks clearly showed that participants who take regular rest breaks from
their work reported su�ering less from musculoskeletal discomfort. This result on the importance of the rest
breaks is in line with the previous studies [6, 22, 50].

6.2

O�ice-related Factors

In RQ3, we investigated how o�ce-related factors are associated with o�ce workers’ responsiveness to breakreminder noti�cations. The number of colleagues and the subjective norm scores correspond to the o�ce related
factors in the study. Based on the results, the number of colleagues was found in a weak positive association
with the entropy of challenge responses. Previous studies mostly focused on o�ce types and their e�ects on
distractions [51, 65]. As those studies stated, employees in shared o�ces stated that they are distracted more
easily than those in private o�ces. The number of colleagues that we included in our study might be a strong
indicator of o�ce type. Although we did not ask participants directly their o�ce type, we may make an inference
about their o�ce types based on the number of colleagues. For example, in the pre-experiment questionnaire,
the maximum and minimum number of people working in the o�ce were reported as 1 and 50, i.e., values that
imply a private o�ce and a shared o�ce, respectively. This also shows the variety of o�ce types included in the
experiment. We also collected their working locations and they were di�erent.
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Based on the results, we might say that employees in the shared o�ces reported di�erent challenge levels.
It may be due to the distraction they perceive in their o�ce environments. As suggested in previous studies
[51], distraction in shared o�ces is higher, which may lead to di�erent challenge levels of employees in such
conditions.
Even though we did not hypothesize it, the positive relationship between the number of colleagues and the
subjective norm scores was found statistically signi�cant. The participants who shared their o�ces with a higher
number of colleagues stated that they are a�ected more from their colleagues for taking rest breaks compared to
those who share a lower number of colleagues. The result is in line with the previous studies, still, to the best of
our knowledge, the relation found in the study has not been stated in any study before. Male employees in a
university work environment stated that participating in a social group is a motivating factor [24]. Our result
contributes to it by showing a signi�cant direct relationship between the size of that social group and the degree
of the social norm. The bigger the social group is, the higher the people are a�ected by that social group.

6.3

Application Usage

We investigated how mobile application usage of o�ce workers are related to their responsiveness to breakreminder noti�cations in RQ4a and which application usage metrics are related to in-situ engagement/challenge
levels of o�ce workers in RQ4b. The results show that there are signi�cant relations between the responsiveness
of participants and application usage parameters. The participants who used mobile applications a higher amount
of time during work hours tend to respond to the engagement/challenge questions with lower levels than the ones
who used mobile applications lower amount of time. When the results are investigated in detail, it can be seen that
disacquiescence or negative extreme response styles of engagement/challenge are in positive relationships with
almost all application usage parameters. So, an increase in application usage during work hours may be a signal
for a low level of engagement/challenge with work. The studies [40, 41] showed that Facebook usage (on web
browsers) is signi�cantly e�ective on engagement/challenge levels. We contribute to this result by considering
Facebook usage as mobile application usage.
Our results show that there is a signi�cant positive relation between total application usage and the median of challenge levels. However, no signi�cant relation was found between interpolated median of engagement/challenge levels and total application usage. Although the relationships are not signi�cant, the direction of
the relations was negative. Hence, both results are not consistent. Recall that using median especially for Likert
scales has a limitation, therefore we used interpolated median in our study. Besides, those aggregated measures
are limited on analyzing the relations at individual level. Every user has a di�erent level of application usage,
therefore it is more meaningful to analyze those relationships at individual level. An increase or a decrease at
individual level could be seen directly with repeated-measures.
Repeated-measures correlation results show a signi�cant negative relation between in-situ engagement/challenge
levels and total application usage. As total usage increases, participants’ engagement and challenge levels decrease or vice versa. Similar relation occurs with communication applications usage. As participants’ usage of
communication applications increase, their engagement levels decrease or vice versa. In addition, the number of
switches between applications had a negative relation with engagement levels. The more participants switch
between applications, the less they are engaged with their work. Similarly, as they use a higher number of
applications before 5 or 10 minutes prior to ESM prompts, it shows a decrease in their engagement and challenge
levels. Our results are in line with the previous studies that investigated the relation between application usage
and boredom [36, 43, 59, 61].
In our study, we investigated the relationship between engagement/challenge levels and application usage
both in a short period of time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 minutes) and in a longer period of time (e.g. 30, 45, 60 minutes).
In the previous studies, di�erent periods of time have been discussed. For example, in [42], time window was
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set as 60 minutes, whereas in [60] it was set to 10 minutes, and �nally in [61] it was 5 minutes. Also, note
that those studies did not investigate the work engagement. Our study investigated the e�ect of di�erent time
windows of application usage. More speci�cally, only communication category, total application usage, number
of applications, and number of switches between applications in shorter periods (speci�cally 5 and 10 minutes)
have been found related to engagement/challenge levels.

6.4

GLMM and Individual Models

In RQ4c, we investigated how we can build a model for inferring attentional states and engagement/challenge levels
of o�ce workers. Based on the GLMM results, in-situ engagement/challenge levels, the number of application
switches in the last 45 minutes and application usage in the last 5 minutes before the ESM delivery are negatively
related to the attentional states, engagement, and challenge levels. As the number of application switches and
application usage increased, the participants were most likely to be in “bored” state, i.e., work their engagement
and challenge levels decreased. The result is in line with previous works in the literature. Similarly, the previous
studies [43, 60, 61] showed that an increase in application usage is a sign of boredom. As stated above, the time
interval used in those studies di�ered from our settings. When the time intervals are considered, we conclude that
the number of switches between applications in a longer time is e�ective, whereas the duration of application
usage is determinant in a shorter period of time. Since boredom is a state of mind in which one searches for a
stimulus, in today’s world, most of the mobile phone users engage with their devices when they are in such a
mood. As expected, when users switch between mobile applications, it may be a sign of boredom, and that means
the user is not engaged or challenged with his/her work. Similarly, when users seek a stimulus, they use their
mobile phones for a longer duration.
Our study shows that GLMM �ts with an MCMC method may be preferable to using individual models built
with random forest model when there is not su�cient data available since GLMM does not require a high number
of data points, and it also incorporates random e�ects itself, which facilitates individual modeling. This model
may be a solution for a cold-start problem stated in [81]. Although, the di�erence in terms of performance
between GLMM and individual random forest model appears to be marginal, the di�erence between them
increases varying the target level. As it is possible to observe in Table 10, GLMM outperformed other classi�ers
for 5-level-engagement and 5-level-challenge. However, the performance di�erence does not become salient the
reasons of which can be attributed to the following:
• Although the overall performances of GLMM and individual random forest were similar in terms of the
prediction of the attentional states (approximately %50 accuracy), individual RF failed to predict the users
with a relatively low number of data points. As expected, the accuracy increases with the number of
individual data points. Because of that, the standard deviation of the accuracy values of the individual
RF classi�er is higher than GLMM or general RF. Even when the number of data points is low, GLMM
successfully makes use of population-level mean in the model itself to predict the outcome variable. Finally,
it is possible to observe that the �uctuations in the accuracy values are lower for GLMM.
• Similarly, in [81] the individual random forest model shows similar accuracy as the general random forest
model with training set of 45 samples. The individual model provides more accurate results when there are
more than 45 data points in the training set. Our maximum number of points per user in this study is around
50. The reason of under-performance of individual models compared to GLMM or general models could be
related to the limited number of points. In addition, there might be other features such as user’s location or
activity, which could be more informative for the prediction of the levels of engagement/challenge and
attentional states.
As a result, GLMM might be considered as a good solution speci�cally when the data points are below 40.
GLMM methodologically is designed for modeling longitudinal data. It �ts a population-level mean in addition
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to an individual-level mean (as illustrated in Figure 3); hence, when a new user is added to the system, at
�rst, population-level predictions could be used. Instead of �tting a general random forest model, and separate
individual random forest models, GLMM may handle both.

7

IMPLICATIONS

As stated earlier, we made an e�ort to understand and model knowledge workers’ responsiveness to the questions
related to their work engagement/challenge, and their attentional states. As seen in a very recent study [13], focus
level of users can be e�ective on perception of the mobile noti�cations and adherence to health interventions sent
via mobile phones. In this regard, we carried out a data collection study among o�ce workers capturing their
in-situ engagement/challenge levels. Then, we extracted responsiveness metrics in order to measure and better
understand their responsiveness styles. We also inferred their engagement/challenge levels and attentional states
through mobile application usage. Our results provide insights related to personal and social factors e�ective
on work engagement and challenge levels. Our aim was not to intervene in the behavior of the participants,
instead, to collect contextual data for understanding their o�ce environments and make predictions related to
their responsiveness and engagement/challenge levels in o�ce environments so that implications regarding
responsiveness to mobile health applications could be better understood.
We believe that this study provides a series of insights that can inform the design of future positive mobile
intervention systems, especially for workplace settings and, at the same time, interesting directions for researchers
working in this �eld. First of all, as the previous studies demonstrated, o�ce environment (e.g., o�ce type, number
of colleagues) in which knowledge workers spend their work hours gives clues about their work style. Distractions
generated in an o�ce environment, reactions to those distractions, and employees’ attentional states caused
by those might di�er with the o�ce type. For these reasons, o�ce-related factors should be considered before
sending well-being related interventions through mobile phones to knowledge workers who mainly have a desk
job. For example, an employee in a shared o�ce most probably face multiple sources of distractions; hence, the
work engagement level of that employee will di�er based on those distractions. Besides, as our study showed, the
degree of being in�uenced by co-workers (in terms of social norms) changes with the number of co-workers
around. Employees in private o�ces might be more receptive to mobile noti�cations since their o�ce environment
does not comprise that much distraction, and the knowledge workers are not in�uenced by their colleagues
as much as the ones in a shared o�ce. We did not investigate those factors in our study comprehensively, but
further studies might elaborate on the �ndings.
Secondly, topic awareness and whether employees have a health problem regarding that topic a�ect responsiveness. However, as previous studies suggested, awareness and well-being levels should surpass a critical level
in order to achieve signi�cant results. In further studies, participants who have very low or very high levels of
awareness might be recruited, and more generalized results about the e�ects of awareness and well-being on
responsiveness might be presented.
Thirdly, we have once more shown that mobile application usage is a successful indicator for measuring
work-related states such as “bored” or “focused” states. We have shown the e�ects of various application usage
metrics at di�erent time intervals. We have shown that not only considering a longer period for switches between
applications but also considering a short period of time for the duration of application usage would be quite
useful for the inference of work engagement, challenge, and attentional states. Further studies could bene�t from
this �nding.
Finally, we are in a decade of increasing personalized models in ubiquitous computing. Individual models
are quite useful when there is plenty of data. In our study, we obtained better results from GLMM compared to
individual random forest classi�er. Hence, when dealing with a limited number of data, our suggestion is to use
those generalized models at �rst as a solution to the cold-start problem in future studies.
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LIMITATIONS

The main limitation of our study is the composition of the participants of the study. The results of this study
may not be representative of the general population due to the limitation of the convenience sampling, we could
reach only o�ce workers working in one city. In addition, we obtained a limited number of data points from
the participants. Responding to ESM messages six times can be troublesome for participants; because of the
participation burden, their number of responses was low and also it might have caused the high drop-out rate in
terms of participation to the experiment in the �rst days. For this reason, we had to include the participants with
a relatively low threshold of 25% response rate, which is di�erent from the previous studies in the literature that
included participant data with at least 33% or 50% response rates. The lower threshold allowed us to include as
many participant data as possible to inform our models. In addition, our modeling aimed at handling the “cold-start
problem”. The number of responses could potentially have been a�ected by the perceived value of the mobile
application. Compliance could be improved with a better design, which reduces the participant burden. It could
be better reporting whether non-response to the noti�cations was because of technical problems or participant
burden [76]. With a higher number of participants and a higher number of responses, the correlation results can
be re-validated and can be more generalized. In addition, the accuracy values could be improved with a higher
number of data points for the GLMM and individual classi�ers. The main reason for not achieving high accuracy
values even in individual random forest classi�er might be the low number of data points for each participant.
Note that the number of data points in the categories of the target variables (speci�cally engagement/challenge
levels) was unbalanced (e.g., 132 in category 1 of engagement, 52 in category 3 of engagement) and bimodal
for engagement levels. Because of that, classi�ers might not be able to learn that category as well as the other
categories with a higher number of data. An increasing number of data points may lead to more balanced
categories, or, at least, it might enable to improve the performance of the classi�er. One possible solution is to
merge the categories; however, in this study, we wanted to show the results performed on the original data set
without any category aggregation.
It is important to note that adjustments are often necessary when multiple comparisons are carried out. The
reason for carrying out a post-hoc test is to correct the in�ation rate of the value of U. If the number of tests
increases dramatically, the in�ated family-wise type I error rate (U multiple) would reach one [32]. One common
solution is to control type I error by using the conservative Bonferroni correction method, which divides the
raw ? values by the number of tests < [32]. However, it has been shown that reducing the type I error for null
associations increases the type II error for those associations that are not null [62]. In this study, we did not apply
any adjustments since (1) we wanted to avoid type I error; and (2) multiple comparisons were made across the
variables from di�erent data sources. The criticism regarding multi-comparison practices in the literature is that
studies reporting correlations usually include several tests between di�erent variables measured in the same
sample and they fail to evaluate the occurrence of type I errors when many tests were performed using the same
data [11].
Another limitation is that we only collected social-norm, number of colleagues, and musculoskeletal discomfort
once at the beginning of the experiment. These measures might be di�erent based on the user’s context (e.g.,
location and time), hence they could have been measured dynamically with ESM. However, there is a trade-o�
between collecting those measurements once and during the study. Since there was already a participation burden,
we did not want the participants to be overwhelmed with additional ESM questions keeping the number of ESM
questions to a minimum. In a more extensive study, these quantities could be dynamically measured with ESM
questions and the results could be compared with the results of this study.
One more limitation of the study is the focus only on mobile application usage variables for predicting
attentional states and engagement/challenge levels. The goal of this work was to investigate the feasibility of
using a hierarchical model and compare its performance with widely used random forest models on limited data
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sets. This work could be extended by considering additional data sources, e.g., other sensor data from mobile and
wearable devices.
Finally, it is worth noting that the relations found in the study are not causal. A causal inference study with a
larger data set is a very promising direction in our opinion. The data was collected among participants of a single
country, and there may be cultural and individual characteristics that have not been considered in the study, and
the result might vary for other populations.

9

CONCLUSION

In this study, we have discussed the results of a detailed study on the responsiveness of o�ce workers to the mobile
noti�cations for a well-being behavior intervention, considering their work engagement and challenge levels. We
have considered a variety of factors such as musculoskeletal discomfort, awareness about sitting behavior, mobile
application usage, and o�ce related factors for inferring the responsiveness and work engagement/challenge
levels. Then, we have modeled the attentional states, engagement and challenge levels of knowledge workers
using mobile application parameters with generalized linear mixed models with Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Method.
We have considered a variety of common response styles in this study. We have emphasized the signi�cant
e�ects of mobile application usage on the work engagement/challenge levels of o�ce employees during work
hours and their response styles. We have considered the repeated-measures design of our data set while modeling,
which is commonly ignored by previous studies. We have showed that the e�ciency of GLMMs for modeling the
unbalanced and insu�cient number of data and that the accuracy of GLMM can be better than other classi�ers
even in individual-level. We have also presented GLMM as a solution for cold-start problems at individual-level
because GLMM enables to model at both population- and individual-level.
In general, the key contribution of this work is methodological and we believe that this study might be helpful
for researchers working in the area of behavior modeling and intervention based on mobile and ubiquitous
systems.
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A

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS

For the Kendall’s Tau correlation analyses regarding RQ1-RQ4a, the data set consisted of each user’s responses, i.e.
it is not a repeated-measures design. Since the normality of the parameters could not be satis�ed, Kendall’s tau is
selected for the correlation analysis. For the repeated-measures correlation analysis regarding RQ4b, our ESM data
set consisted of the participants’ responses measured at di�erent time points throughout the experiment. Hence, it
comprised dependent repeated-measures of individuals with varying sizes. The use of simple correlation statistics
such as Pearson to study the potential relations between the constructs on such data set may produce biased and
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erroneous results due to the violation of statistical independence and/or di�ering patterns between-participants
versus within-participants [4]. Repeated-measures correlation, an atypical application of ANCOVA, is a recently
proposed statistics for determining the common within-individual association for paired measures assessed on
two or more occasions for multiple individuals [4]. For these reasons, we conducted repeated-measures correlation
analysis for RQ4b.
We employed GLMM analysis for RQ4c because our data set consisted of multiple responses of participants so
that the data points could not be considered as independent. In addition, the number of responses is not equal for
each participant. Moreover, the response variables were binary (attentional states) and ordinal (engagement and
challenge levels), which means that their distributions were not Gaussian. For these reasons, the assumptions of
approaches such as ANOVA have been violated. In this case, it is suggested to use approaches such as generalized
linear mixed models (i.e., hierarchical modeling or multilevel modeling) [1, 4].
Generalized linear models (GLM) extend linear models by handling response variables with non-normal
distribution [26, 44]. Generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) incorporates random e�ects to GLMs. Random
e�ects are mostly individuals, population, species, or vials with a large number of levels [26], which impact
the dependent variable because of the variations among the levels [19]. In its simplest form, a GLMM can be
written as in Equation 2, where ~ is a # ⇥ 1 column vector, the target variable (# is the number of data points);
G is the matrix of �xed predictors with the dimension of # ⇥ ? (? is the number of predictors); V is a ? ⇥ 1
column vector of the �xed-e�ects coe�cients; I is the design matrix with the dimension of # ⇥ @ corresponding
to the @ random predictors (accounting for the random complement to the �xed G); 1 is a @ ⇥ 1 vector of the
random e�ects (the random complement to the �xed V); and V 0 is a # ⇥ 1 residuals vector. For our study, ~ is the
engagement/challenge level as the target variable, G represents the predictors, namely the mobile application
usage parameters, e.g., number of switches, total application usage in the last 5 minutes, and I indicates the
participants as the random predictors. Since GLMM incorporates random e�ects (i.e. individuals), it is possible to
obtain an individual prediction from GLMM. GLMM simply �ts separate linear regression lines for each random
e�ect included.
~ = V 0 + GV + I1

(2)

For model selection, Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) is generally used. DIC, as other information criteria,
is de�ned based on the principle of leveraging goodness of �t and model complexity. Unlike information criteria
based on point estimates of the model parameters (e.g. Akaike’s Information Criterion), DIC makes use of the
posterior distribution over the model parameters, given the data. This is relevant in the Bayesian setting where
the model posterior is often characterized in terms of a sample obtained through e.g. MCMC approaches. Lower
DIC values should be preferred for model selection [66]. Furthermore, the convergence of the Markov chains is
checked using the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic criterion, where 1.002 and below indicates the convergence [23].

B

MODELING AND FEATURE SET SELECTION USING GLMM

Repeated-measures correlation results gave an idea about which variables of application usage are related to
engagement/challenge levels. However, we are not still sure which of these features will indeed be e�ective for
modeling. As rmcorr shows the linear association between the variables and GLMM is inherently a linear model,
we took the correlation results as a basis in feature set selection and model building instead of variable selection
with Gini or other metrics.
As can be seen from the Tables 7 and 8; app use (5-min), no of apps (5-min, 10-min, 30 min, 45-min, and 60-min),
no of switch (5-min, 10-min, 30-min, 45-min, and 60-min), communication category usage (5-min, 10-min, 45-min,
and 60-min) are the most related variables to the engagement and challenge levels. Hence, it was planned to
include a combination of those variables in the GLMM analysis. However, before �tting a GLMM, we calculated
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the correlations between the predictor variables in order to detect possible multicollinearity issues. Strong
correlations were observed between some of the variables such as the number of switches between applications
(45-min) and the number of apps (45-min) (AA< = .91, ? < .001, # = 418) signaling a multicollinearity problem.
Then, we took into account the pairs, which are no of switch (60-min), no of apps (10-min), app use (5-min), and
no of switch (45-min) having a correlation less than .70. The combination of those variables were given to the
GLMM trials.
Then, several GLMMs were built for modeling attentional states, engagement levels and challenge levels of
users. During this step, we took a di�erent approach from the studies in the literature. We subsampled the data
set �ve times rather than solely using the original one. This is due to the fact that the model and feature selection
should not be a�ected by the number of responses or the highest/lowest amount of application usage. If the
majority of data comes from a few users in the data set, selected features and model might not be representative
for all users. In the subsampling approach, in each subsample, we eliminated the data points of the participants
with the highest and lowest response rates incrementally. To be more speci�c, the �rst sample is the full original
data set consisting of all the responses of users. In the second data set, two users were removed from the �rst
data set. These users were those with the highest and lowest number of ESM responses. In the third data set, we
excluded two more users with the highest and lowest number of ESM responses in the second data set. In each
iteration, we ended up with a data set, which is more uniform in terms of participants’ responses than the data
set from the previous step. At the end of this process, we selected the model, which gave consistently the lowest
DIC, which is the preferred metric for Bayesian model selection [66] on all the data sets.
The response variables are binary (attentional states) and ordinal (engagement and challenge levels). The model
�tting process was carried out incrementally by adding constructs one at a time according to their geometric mean
performance across the data sets. Each model was run �ve times. In the end, the mean and standard deviation of
the overall performance of each model was reported.
For modeling attentional states, �rst, no of switch (60-min), no of apps (10-min), app use (5-min) and no of
switch (45-min) variables were given to GLMMs separately. Then, those variables were given to the model by pairs.
In total, 11 combinations of those variables were used for predicting attentional states. Table 11 (top) presents the
top three model runs which gave the lowest DIC for predicting attentional states on �ve di�erent data sets with
the mean and standard deviation of the DIC values for each run. Similarly, engagement and challenge levels of
users were modeled with GLMM. Same 11 models for each were built. The middle and bottom tables in Table 11
summarize DIC values obtained for the top three models of engagement and challenge models, respectively. For
all target variables (attentional states, engagement and challenge levels), the models with no of switch (45-min)
and app use (5-min) predictors gave the lowest DIC; hence, those models were selected.
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Table 11. Deviance Information Criteria (DIC) estimates for the GLMMs used to predict the a�entional states (top), engagement levels (middle) and challenge levels (bo�om). Three runs with di�erent windows sizes were performed in each
subsampled data set and the mean and standard deviation of these runs are summarized below. #$(G : No of switch in the
last G minutes, #$ G : No of apps in the last G minutes, *G : App use in the last G minutes.

Model
No
1
2
3
Model
No
1
2
3
Model
No
1
2
3

Attentional States Model Runs
Data set 1
Data set 2
Data set 3
(# = 372)
(# = 313)
(# = 257)

Covariates
#$( 60 + * 5
#$( 45 + #$
#$( 45 + * 5

10

10

337.21±.89
339.11±1.94
335.60±2.49

1235.46±3.41
1238.83±1.43
1239.64±1.04

1040.74±1.80 862.34±1.78
1037.72±3.88 858.34±3.59
1042.00±2.43 864.96±1.80

Challenge Levels Model Runs
Data set 1
Data set 2
Data set 3
(# = 418)
(# = 355)
(# = 292)

Covariates
#$( 60 + #$
#$( 45 + #$
#$( 45 + * 5

421.26±1.51
423.71±1.16
421.78±1.62

Engagement Levels Model Runs
Data set 1
Data set 2
Data set 3
(# = 418)
(# = 355)
(# = 292)

Covariates
#$( 45 + * 5
#$( 45 + #$
#$( 60 + * 5

503.27±.78
504.54±2.00
502.55±1.05

10
10

1199.97±3.93
1192.73±6.67
1199.25±1.39

1013.63±2.92 821.35±4.55
1011.47±4.51 824.88±1.90
1009.10±3.52 820.65±5.54

Data set 4
(# = 297)

Data set 5
(# = 224)

391.30±.79
393.32±2.55
391.24±3.74

303.24±1.27
300.45±3.19
299.49±1.19

Data set 4
(# = 323)

Data set 5
(# = 255)

949.52±3.71
953.77±2.05
951.23±2.83

754.79±1.61
758.83±1.17
753.02±4.86

Data set 4
(# = 323)

Data set 5
(# = 255)

914.07±2.90
913.99±5.04
913.86±6.63

711.49±3.87
707.31±9.00
710.52±5.16

